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Planting season is upon us 

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is 
a suitable investment.  Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not     

indicative of future results.  We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 
upon as such.  Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without              

notice.  There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades. 

Planting is underway in East Central Illinois. While the forecast remains cool it 

also looks to remain dry. That is a much greater combination then the cool, wet 

conditions we saw last season for the early planted crops. Most guys seem to 

be taking advantage of the early plant date coverage for soybeans within their 

crop insurance plan. This is exciting from a production standpoint as early 

planted beans have proven over the years to provide a great return to the   

producer. It’s not all soybeans though, a fair amount of corn has been planted, also. The U.S. corn 

crop came in this week as 4% complete vs 3% average and 6% expected. Illinois is 5% planted vs 1% 

average.  

The bean market is carrying a 30-cent inverse from November 2021 to May 2022. This is something 

to continue to watch and have conversations with your Farm Marketing team members about.  

At times, these types of market conditions can present some unique opportunities and be signals of 

crop demands. 

Options continue to be expensive when buying and of nice value when selling. These are values we 

will continue to monitor for ways to help producers manage risk in the crop but keep opportunities 

open if they present themselves. We at Premier Cooperative have a variety of ways to help simplify 

options for producers that want to take advantage of what they provide but do not like the       

complexity that comes with them.  Please feel free to reach out to Darrin, Eddie, Lane, or myself 

and we can walk through these opportunities if you want more information.  

We will continue to look forward to planting progress, crop emergence, weather forecast, and  

global supply and demand to help find the direction of the market. No doubt that a lot of volatility 

will continue until we get a little further down the road and see how many acres are planted and 

the progress the crop is making. Until then, have a safe planting season and please reach out if you 

have any questions while you are busy in the fields and need an eye on the markets. 

Tanner Saltsgaver 
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Take advantage of today’s prices 
Darrin wax 

It sure is nice to see equipment moving in the field this early in 

April!  While you’re enjoying your “windshield time” this spring, I’ve 

got a couple ideas for you to mull over.  

 As we look at the current state of the grain markets, it is extremely 

evident that the market is pleading for any grain left on the farm to 

be delivered now.  It is my opinion that we will see the new crop basis narrow up 

nicely as we move through the summer months because we will have a very limited 

carry out coming into fall.   

However, I’m less certain that we will continue to see prices rise as the Summer goes 

on.  Judging by the current extended forecast, it looks like we are going to have a 

good opportunity to get this crop planted quickly and without many struggles.  If that 

is the case, coupled with good emergence and successful pollination, we will see the 

market respond bearishly through the late Spring and Summer.  Of course, that is a lot 

of “ifs”, but I see it as a very realistic outcome. 

To protect against this scenario, I would recommend selling the futures and waiting 

until late Summer or early Fall to set the basis.  Often called an HTA, we call these 

contracts NBE’s (No Basis Established).  I believe this option gives us the best          

possibility to capitalize on the seasonably high prices now and take advantage of an 

improved basis later.  If this idea interests you, don’t hesitate to call your local Farm 

Marketing Specialist. 

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is 
a suitable investment.  Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not     

indicative of future results.  We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 
upon as such.  Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without              

notice.  There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades. 
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